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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Texas has never been without the adventurous influ
ence of frontier life. The cowboy and cattleman have been
the men who most persistently pushed the frontier farther
west, preparing the way to civilization.
tradition.

They are American

Their deeds and adventure are kept vivid in our

memory by the mass media of communication aided by the
clothing industry and the yearly rodeo.
The indoctrination begins at an early age with cowboy
boots and the sombrero,

This is true without regard to

race or color.

Problem
The problem of this study arises out of the fact that
though many books have been written about the cowboy and
cattleman by scholars of the West and Southwest, specific
studies made of many of these books show a tendency, even
when the opportunity is presented by the existence of data,
to overlook or minimize the significance or even existence
of the Negro cattleman and cowboy. In many instances the
Negro cowboy was closely associated with the white barons

1

2

whoso life histories were recorded. The part that is
authoritatively known to have involved Negro cowhands, who
later became barons in their own right, was omitted."**
Scattered facts about Negro cowhands may be found in
a few works. Frank Dobie in The Longhorns, mentions one
Henry Beckwith thus:
Henry Beckwith passed for Negro, but
mixed in him were strains of Indian,
Mexican, and white blood ... Henry
Beckwith1 a ways were in darkness and
solitude. ... 2
Several pages are devoted to the discussion of Beck
with* s character and deeds#
Dobie in this statement:

This fact is explained by

"I have dealt on the old coyote

(Beckwith) because he represents so intensely what brush
cattle could and did make of

men."3

In Nordykes, Great Round-Up, The Story of Texas and
Southwestern Cowmen. D. W. "80 John" Wallace is listed on
the membership roll of the Texas and Southwestern Gattle
lD°n

H. Biggers, From Cattle Range to Cotton. (Abi
lene, Press of Abilene Printing Co. N,D.) pp. 514.-85;
Jaraes Cox, Cattle Industry and the Cattlemen of Texas and
(St* L°UiS' Woodar<* and""Tieman prinS
to
2J.

Frank Dobie, The Lonethorns. (Boston.
Brown and Co., 19^1) p. 32l±.
3Ibid.,

p. 329.

3
Raisers Association as one of the eleven members from
Mitchell County.
Lev/is Hordyke states that, The Cattleman, was the
basic source of information for his book, Great Round-Ub.
He further states that it was not established until 19llf>
far too late for the early days when printed records and
even good newspapers were scarce. However, many an oldtimer unreeled his memory and turned out stories for the
magazine.

Numerous cowmen, cowboys and range detectives

were interviewed by writers and their stories published in,
The Cattleman.

In this way virtually the entire story of

the cattle industry in the Southwest has been recorded in
the magazine."*
This magazine, the official organ of the Texas and
Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association, says of the Negro
Cattleman,
Nearly all large cow outfits had one or more
Negro cow punchers • . . Complete Negro outfits
were the exception rather than the rule,
although in parts of Texas, between its geo
graphical center and the Gulf Coast, there were
sections that worked Negroes almost exclusively.

Lewis Nordyke, Great Round-Up, The Story of Texas
and Southwestern Cattlemen, (New York, William, Morrow and
&>..
p. w;

5

Ibid., p. 277.

k
This was also true in sections of the Indian
Territory."
In the same article, Hendrix observes that one of
tiie most interesting stories of the Megro cowhands who came
West, and a story of achievement as well, is that of D. W.
"80 John" Wallace.

Mot only is it a story of achievement,

he continues, but an example of what cows and the cow
country can do for one who handles them as they should be
7
handled.
In another issue ©f The Cattleman Is found the comment, "in times past we have had seme real cowboys of the
darker race here In Wyoming.

Their ability as cattleman

and riders was outstanding and they were true to their
employers."^

To illustrate his respect for the ability of

these dusky cowmen the author of the article related an
incident that involved George Seigal, a well known Megro
cowboy of his area.

As told by the writer of the article,

one fall three different outfits met to start the fall
round-up.

The group consisted of more than fifty men.

The

^John M, Hendrix, "Tribute iaid Megro Cowmen," The
Cattleman, XX (February, 1936) p. 2lp»
tIbid., p. 2I4..

8

a. d, Gilleaoie, "More About Megro Cowmen," The
Cattleman, XXIII (June, 1936) p. 32.

5
author states that this was a larger group of men than he
had ever seen for a drive#

The three foremen hold a con

sultation that morning to decide who would spread the men.
They decided the logical man was George Seigal#
Gillespie commented that most people would have asked
why let a Negro have that responsibility, and the answer
would have been that he knew the range and every water
hole#

He knew where to turn the men, how many to turn off,

and whom to turn off that he could depend on. Seigal was a
great general in his line#

Alien the manager of the Bar M

Outfit carae to Rock Ridge from Pennsylvania, he always had
a talk v/ith Seigal before he put out his orders.^
Numerous other Negro cowmen and cowboys are discussed
Q
Ramon F# Adams, Oowboy Lingo, (Boston, HoughtonMifflin Co., 1936) p. 11 tells in detail the duties of one
appointed to serve as range boss as was Seigal# "Before
the round-up the cattlemen of a district met and chose some
experienced cowman to be the general superintendent of the
approaching round-up. He was commonly known as the round
up boss or round-up captain# He was boss over all and his
word was law. No matter if he did not own a hoof# The
owner of the cattle was as much under his orders as any
common puncher or wrangler#
The round-up captain selected from among the cowboys
he knew to be of good judgment, as many lieutenants as he
thought he needed# These subalterns would be in command of
groups of cowboys# The plan of the campaign that was to
cover a broad extent of wild country was carefully worked
out with a view of producing the most satisfactory results
within the allotted time# Orders from the captain were
referred to as powders# To spread the men meant to assign
them to proper places in the drive and to turn off referred
to leaving the group to go to the special section assigned
to each squad#

6
in various issues of The Oattleman.

Among them are Bill

Fickett, who introduced the bull dogging of a steer from a
running horse and Coaley Owens, master of the oooo Chuck
Wagon for thirty years.Another mentioned was William
Fatton. He brought a herd of cattle and settled near the
Rosillo Mountains almost before the last Apache signal
smokes had vanished from the peaks of the Davis Mountains.
Matthew Hooks, member of the XIT Organization, is also
recognized.!^
Those examples were a few of the exceptions. General
ly in the range histories and in books of the reminiscences
of old-time cowboys, written by such authorities of the
range and cattle industry as Cox, Diggers and Webb, no ref
erence to Negroes in any pattern of range life or the tradi
tional western culture is made.13
l°Hendrix, op. cit., p. 2I4..
nIbid.,

p. 25.

"Matthew (Bones) Hooks," The Cattleman, XXXVII
(March, 1951) p. 109•
13
Walter F, Webb, The Great Flains, (New York, G-inn
and Co., 1931)I Minnie Timns Harper, Old' Ranches, (Dallas,
Harper, 193&,)| Robert S, Lauderdale, Life on the Range,
(San antonlo, Naylon Co., 1936); Oscar Rusk, Open Range,
(Denver, Colorado, Herald Publishing Co., 1930)j Claude
Leroy Douglas, Cattle Kin^s of Texas, (Dallas, G. Baugh,
1939)» Louis PelzerY Cattlemen'3 Frontier (Glendale, Arthur
H. Clark and Co., 1930); Carl Fredrick Kraenzel, The Great
Plains in Transition. (Norman, tftiiversity of Oklahoma Press,
1955)1 Y. Evetts Haley, Life on the Texas Range (Austin,

7
Scope
The study has covered a period from 1875 to 1939# the
life of "80 John1' Wallace as a cowboy and cattleman.
The year 1875 was selected because the actual story
of how Daniel Webster Wallace became a wealthy West Texas
rancher began in that year when he came to Buffalo Gap to
work as a cowhand.
The year 1939 marks the year of his death on his
ranch 10 miles west of Colorado City, Texas in Mitchell
County,
Definition of Terms
Brand—A particular design burned upon a particular part of
an animal and certain specified cuts for the purpose
of identification.
Chuck Wagon—A place to feed the men on a round-up or drive.
It also served as the social center of the outfit
while working.
Cutting Out—The act of separating cattle from the herd for
various reasons.
13 (Footnote Continued)
University of Texas Press, 1952)j James Cox, The Historical
and Bibliographic Record of the Cattle Industry and the Cat
tlemen of Texas and Adjacent Territory, (St, Louis, Woodward
and Tierman Print Co., 1^95)J Don Blggers, From Cattle Range
to Cotton Patch, (Abilene, Press of Abilene Printing Co.).

8
Cow Pony--A horse experienced in cattle work.
Cutting Horse—A highly trained horse for the act of
cutting out cattle.
Range—Open country.
Remuda—Extra saddle horses carried on a round-up or the
trail.
?ifest—The West as referred to in this study includes the
territory west of the 98 Mered!an# specifically in
Texas•
Round-up—The gathering of all cattle for shipment to market
and for branding of late calves or those overlooked
in previous round-ups.
Cowboy—As an employee on a ranch. A rider was a cowboy.
Rancher—If the cowboy became a ranch owner he lost this
title of cowboy and became a rancher.
Cattleman—If the rancher raised cattle, he was referred to
as a cattleman.
Spread—The ranch, together with its buildings, cattle, and
employees, was spoken of as the spread#
Outfit—The same meaning as spread.
Die-up—Drouth conditions with cattle dying for lack of
grass and water.
Sources and Method
The material for this study was taken from what is

9
conceded to be reliable sources both primary and secondary.
These sources included personal Interviews# a family scrapbook, personal letters, newspapers, magazines and histori
cal publications. Material was also taken from the Special
Texas Rare Book Collection at Barker Memorial Library,
Austin, Texas which included range histories and biographies.
Study was done at W* R. Banks Library, Prairie View Agri
cultural and Mechanical College, Tom Green County Library,
San Angalo, Texas and the University of Texas Library,
Austin, Texas.
The study was developed by the historical method with
an approach by topical chronology. An effort was made by
the writer to apply at all times the scientific spirit in
history by making only such conclusions or inferences as
are justified by the evidence.
Hypothesis
It was found while gathering data for this study of
Megro cowmen that there was generally a silence on the sub
ject which may point to the supposition that the tradition
al American cattle industry was reserved for only members
of Anglo-American and Latin American races# that all brave,
strong cowboys and all wealthy ranchers who owned a spread
were white.

10

So bo considered also is the fact that perhaps the
authorities on the West felt that the evidence found con
cerning Negro cattlemen was not sufficient to warrant
recognition, oven though the official magazine of the cattle
industry. The Cattleman, carried articles about them.
It would seem that this explanation is moro logical
than that of the lack of knowledge of the existence of Negro
cattlemen. A noted authority on the Texas Gattie industrysaid that from 1868 to 1899, it Is estimated that fully
35,000 men went up the trail with herds. Of this number
one-third were Negroes and Mexicans.1^" Another stated that
many of the noted writers of the Southwest cut their teeth
on The Cattleman,1^ the source of much of the information
concerning the Negro cattlemen of the West,
It Is the purpose of this study to reveal evidence
that will break the present trend of silence on the Negro
cattlemen and cowboys which seems to imply that they made
no contribution to the cattle history and tradition of the
Southwest, Were there no Negro cowboys whose participation
In, and contribution to the traditions of the plains worthy
of note?

Did any Negro cattlemen make notable achievements,

lirJ.

Marvin Hunter, The Trail Drivers of Texas.
(Nashville, Cokesbury press, 1926} p. 14-53»
1S*T ^
Nordyke, op. cit., p. 278,

11
tn true v/estern tradition# that were worthy of recognition
by scholars of the west?

The writer believes that the

beginning of the answers to these questions may be found in
the record of D. W« "80 John" Wallace# whoso life as a cow
boy and cattleman is ono of unbelievable achievement and in
the best cowboy and cattleman tradition of the plains.
It is the hope of the writer that this study will
show evidence that will lead to further study of the Negro
cowboy and cattleman's contribution to the ora that played
a major role in the developraent of our country.

12
CHAPTER II
D. W. WALLACE, COWBOY

Daniel Webster Wallace was born to Mary Wallace on
September

15, i860,

in Victoria County, a few months after

she had been sold from her husband to Mary 0'Daniel for
*>1000.1

Wallace was described by John N. Hendrix as, "to

the saddle bora as he knew little but cow work from birth."
He began drawing wages as a ranch hand when fifteen years
of age.^
13ae cattle kingdom had its origin in Texas before the
Civil War.

After the war it expanded westward and by 1876

had spread over the entire Plains Area.

A well known au

thority on this area stated that for rapidity of expansion
there is perhaps not a parallel to this movement in Ameri3
can History.
Along with this movement went Daniel Webster Wallace.
At the age of seventeen he made the long ride from Victoria
in South Texas, through Indian country to the corners of
Kunnels and Taylor counties.

This was a distance of ij.00

^Recorded Interview with Mary Wallace Jackson,
November 214., 1955."

2

Hendrix, op. cit., p. 2if.

8Webb, op. cit.. p. 207,

13
miles.

His destination was the town of Buffalo Gap, which

was an outfitting center for buffalo hunters.^
Upon his arrival he began work for Sam Gholsom, a
veteran Indian fighter.

This marked the beginning of

Wallace's experiences on the cattle range of Texas.

He

worked for and was associated with many of the cattle
5
barons who have made cattle history in the Southwest.
Listed among them was "Sug" Robertson, who, as a young
rancher at the age of 25# went alone to the camp of a band
of rustlers who had been stealing his cattle.

He warned

them that he would personally kill anyone of them who
again rustled his cattle.
night with them.

He then made camp and spent the

The rustlers so admired his courage that

they gave a pledge, which was duly kept, that they would
never again raid his herd.^

Another was John Nunn who was

said to have had more cattle in the HUH brand than was
owned by any other one man in Texas.^

Wallace also knew the

Slaughters who had been cattlemen in Texas since 1836.

The

first Texas Gattle shipped out of Abilene were trailed by
C. G. Slaughter.

He had the distinction of being the first

k
ufodated Clipping in Wallace Scrapbook,
•*Ibld.

°William Raine and Will Barnes, Cattle, Cowboys and
Rangers, (Hew York, Grossett and Dunlap, 1930) p. lo2.
?John Hendrix, "Texas Brands," Port Worth Star Telejjram, Undated Clipping in Wallace Scrapbook.

Ik
a

native born cattle king of Texas.

Others of the barons that Wallace knew and worked for
were A. P. Bush, of Bush and Tiller Company, who served the
Texas Cattle Kaisers Association as president longer than
any other man.

Bush built this state organization into a

unit of national influence.^

On this list goes Clay Mann

who contributed much to "80 John's" success in later years.
He was one of the first ranchers to locate in Mitchell

County. He had extensive holdings in Mitchell, Kent and
Coleman Counties in Texasj Sndea, Fort Sumner and the Portales Counties in New Mexico j and Chihuahua in Old Mexico.10
"Qo John" also knew personally many of the managers of the
English and Scottish owned ranches of Texas.^
Wallace began working in 1877 for the Nunn outfit
after one summer with Gholsom. The Nunn ranch was a large
Ci

°Nordyke, op. cit., p. l|.G.
9Ibid.,

p. 197.

10James

Cox, The Cattle Industry of Texas and Adjacent
Territory, (St• Louis, 'Woodward and Tierman Print Co., 18*55)
p. ij-51.
11Undated

Clipping, Wallace Scrapbook; Haine, op. cit.,
pp. 232-235 stated that British families and companies in
vested large sums of money and formed vast syndicates and
companies in Texas. Usually young sons of these families
were sent over to manage the ranches or local representa
tives were obtained. Many of the resident managers who
came from Scotland learned the business well, but the Eng
lish were very slow learners.

15
spread claiming a range on the headwaters of the Clear Pork

12
of the Brazos and running 8,000 head of cattle.

Nunn wa3

one of the first 27 ranchers to locate In Brown County,1-*
It was while working for Nunn that Wallace had one of his
most exciting experiences on the range.
The men of the Nunn outfit were driving a herd of
cattle to Brown County.

Several of the horses in the

remuda strayed away from camp and Wallace was sent to track
and return them.

After tracking for many hours he overtook

them and started his trip back to the herd.

During the day

he detected riders following in the distance.

The fear of

the possibility of Indians or outlaws caused him to keep as
far ahead as possible.

At dusk one of the riders closed in

and upon questioning, the youthful cowboy found that the
rider was Tom -torrison, a friend of his employer.

Morrison

and his companions made camp with Wallace for the night but
unknown to them were kept under surveillance for the rest of
the night.
As the years passed Morrison and Wallace became friends.
Many years after the incident they met on a segregated
train en route to the Cattlemans Association in Port Worth,
Texas.

Morrison refused to move when asked to do so by

12

San angelo Standard Times. January 20, 1951.

13

Biggers, op, cit., p. 8$.

16
the conductor, stating that he and Wallace had eaten and
slept together in cow camps for thirty years.

He further

stated that, no reason made it impossible for him to sit
beside him now and there ho remained.

ik

In 1877* after l6 months with John Hunn, Wallace
began riding for Clay Mann,

lie remained with Mann until

he started managing his own ranch fourteen years later,
While riding with the Mann outfit Wallace witnessed all of
the phases of the cattle industry,^
Daring the late 1870'a the cattlemans frontier in
Texas moved westward by seven league strides.

The Coman

che s, fierce guardians of the plains for more than a cen
tury, had been driven to their reservations and forced by
the national troops to remain there.

The lumbering, shaggy

buffaloes were gone, destroyed by the men who killed them
for their hid©3 and bones.

Rich billowy grass covered

every prairie, draw and valley#

The Colorado, the Concho,

the Clear Pork and Double Mountain Pork of the Brazos and
their tributaries afforded water.

Their brakes and adja

cent buttes gave shelter from the northers.

Haekberry, Mes-

quite and scrub oak supplied fuel and poles for corrals and

Recorded Interview with Mary Wallace Jackson,
Novexaber 2ip, 1955.

15

Clipping, Wallace Scrapbook,

17
dugouts, therefore, It was not an over statement to call
the land a cattleman's paradise.10
In 1879, Clay Mann was locating South Texas cattle on
a ranch centering where the town of Colorado City Is now
located. These were the first cattle to enter that section.
Wallace came into thi3 cattleiaan's paradise, riding in the
dust of the drag of a herd of Clay Mann'a cattle• The ani
mals had burned on their sides the numeral "80" from back
bone to belly.

From this brand Wallace acquired the name

"80 John," the name by which he was known throughout the
cattle range of West Texas,17
Wallace was exposed to every phase of early day range
life in West Texas while riding for Clay Mann,

He saw the

last of the buffaloesj trailed Comanche3 who stole his sad
dle horse and rod© up the cattle trails to Abilene and
Dodge, Kansas. He saw the Texas and Pacific railroad come
into West Texas bringing with it the birth of Colorado City
and other towns.

He saw Colorado City become the metropolis

1^

Ira B. Jones and Rupert Richardson, "Colorado City,
the Cattlemen'3 Capital," Bulletin of West Texas Historical
Society, Vol. 19 (October, 1943) PP» 36-37.

W Ibid.,

p. 38.
The custom of the range was, that whenever a number
of ranches had a rider called by the same name, to dis
tinguish between them, the name of the outfit to which he
belonged or its brand was used as a prefix to the given
name•

18
of a West Texas Cattle Empire.-^
"80 John" rode with Mann on all of his expeditions
and explorations to his many ranches.

They were often

attacked by Indians who on one occasion left them 35 miles
from the ranch without

horses.

a particular occasion of

Indian trouble happened on the Bovita Ranch in Old Mexico
in 1883.

When Mann bought this ranch located in an area of

hostile Indians, he selected some of his best man to take
charge.

To the ranch he sent his brother, John Mannj John

Bailey, his cousin? a Mr. Ralney, the wagon boss? and "80
John" for whom he had great respect.

They were to manage

and supervise operations.

While there, they were constant

ly raided by the Indians,

One day the Indians attacked

some of the cowboys on the range.

The two riders in front

of Wallace were killed, one of them being John Mann.
rest were able to escape.

The

They returned later to bury their

comrades.
The Indians were always troublesome and the hands
became dissatisfied! therefore Mann sold the ranch in 1886
to Randolph Hearst,

H© thon brought his men back to the

18„
San Angelo Standard Times (January 20, 1951 )i
Clippings in Wallace Scrapbook," "
19

Gox»

Qp*

p* ij-5l.

20
United States.
Courage was as important and necessary to the man of
the West as his horse. Without one he was left afoot and
his life was in danger$ without the other he was left alone
and his life was in danger,

k

noted writer commented:

¥dien the supports of conventions and of law
are withdrawn md men are thrown upon their
own resources, courage becomes a fundamental
attribute in the individual. The western man
of the old days had little choice but to be
courageous.21
A social complex v.as developed in the West which made life
intolerable for a proved or suspected coward.

A form of

silent treatment was given and in many different ways the
life of a coward was made unbearable. In the old days the
cowboys had ways and means of testing courage.

He first

must prove that he could ridey this made him useful. Then
later he had to prove his courage, that made him a member

~ fieoorcied Interview with Mary Wallace Jackson,
(Hovomber 21+, I9f?5)I Oox, op. cit.» p. I4.SI.
The Randolph Hearst Syndicate owned this ranch
until 19li-0 when it was taken over by the government of
Mexico.
While in Mexico "80 John" explored a boxed canyon
in the Sierra Madre Mountains and found evidence of pre
historic men. Relics from this cave were gathered and
kept.
21
Webb, op. cit., p. 21+6

20
22

of the brotherhood of strong menj a safe man to have along.
Roping too was important.

Proficiency in roping was

the most difficult of all cowboy attainments.

The eov/man

of the Old West recognized the value of his roping ability
and gave hour upon hour to its mastery.2^

This was another

requirement for joining the accepted circle of cowmen.
Wallace was an expert roper.
early in nis work as a cowboy.

He was given the tests

While working as a cowhand

for John Munn, he was challenged by the other cowboys of
the outfit to rope a buffalo from his horse, a feat con
sidered quite dangerous.
several times,2^-

This he did not oniy once but

It was while still a youth and with the

same group that he was given the responsibility of tracking
and returning strayed horses in an Indian and outlaw In
fested area.2^

The question of courage, roping and riding,

was settled for him and he was accepted as a brother into
the honored circle.

22Ibid.,

p. 2ij.7»
It was essential that the cowboy could ride. Anyone
who could not ride a hor3e was unhappy in the West for he
was a misfit in a riding society. Proving that a man could
ride was one of the range ceremonies.
23
Ramon Adams, Cowboy Lingo, (Boston, Houghton-Mifflin
Co., 1936) pp. 55# oij.7 thine, op. oit., pp. 28^-96.
^"Recordod Interview with Mary
llace Jackson, (Novem
ber 2ip, 1955); San :ingelo Standard Times, (January 20, 1951).
2^Supra,

p. 7,

21
"The cowboy divided horses into many technical clas
sifications," says Mams, "and gave them fitting names.
The word pony had nothing to do with the animal1 s size.

A

cowpony was a horse experienced in cattle work. On a ranch
every horse had a name and every man on the ranch knew each
horse by name.2^ Wallace had a cowpony that was his favor
ite mount.

Wallace called him Peck, "because," he said,

"he was no bigger than a half bushel." Peck was a top cut
ting horse and could cut any cow in the herd without the
bridle•2®
"The educated cowboy, so consaon in wild West fiction
is largely a myth," say3 on© range author.
general were not literate."

"Cowboys in

While punching cattle for

Mann, "80 John" heard of a fine school, for Negroes, in
Navarro County from another Negro cowboy, Will Coleman.
"80 John," then about 25, had spent only two or three
months in school.

He made the ride to Navarro County and

enrolled in the second grade.
26

He spent two winters in

„
Adams, op. clt., pp. 80-81.

27
Webb, op. clt., pp. 252-53.
Any horse wi'W"flesh marks or distinct characteris
tics was apt to have it brought on in his name.
28
San Angelo Standard Times, op. clt.j Clippings in
Wallace Scrapbook.
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school returning to the West for work during the other sea
sons,

This was the extent of Wallace's formal education*

but experience, for him, served as a wonderful

teacher,

While in Navarro County "80 John" met Laura Owens,
who at the time was finishing high school,

bhe was plan

ning to teach after graduation in Palls County, but instead
she and "80 John" war© married on April 8, 1888,

She went

to West Texas as a bride,
Wallace was fully trusted by his employer.

In those

days when banks were hundreds of miles away and cash was
paid in all transactions, Mann sent %>30,000 by "80 John" In
a wagon to the Gross Tie Ranch near Midland.
trip that required three days travel,

This was a

Wallace delivered

the money sleeping with it underneath his head at night,^
Mann trusted "80 John's" judgment and believed his
calculations of cattle to be almost perfect, whether in
weight or numbers.

An Incident told many times around camp-

fires of the old timers bears out this statement.
At a range round-up the cattlemen had several thousand
head of cattle in the pen,

Mann and a visiting rancher

^Standard Times, (February, 1951)# Recorded Inter
view with Mary Wallace Jackson, (November 2"57~19^5TT~~~
3QIbid.

-^Chicago Defender, (November 22,
Recorded In
terview with Mary Wallace Jackson, (November 21}., 1955)•
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argued over the number of cattle in the herd,

The visiting

rancher offered a bet to which Mann agreed provided "80
John" was allowed to make his estimate.

Wallace estimated

lj.,700 head in the herd* the rancher guessed 5>000. The
evening was spent tallying the herd which totaled less than
the j?f00Q and very close to "80 John1 a"
op
declared winner of the bet.-'

700.

Mann was

"The cattle boom era presented spectacles that will
never be repeated in any country under any circumstance.
It was a blase of glory in a world of vision," says Biggers, "a riotous feast on the crater of ruin." It was
drink and be merry, spend money and get more. The English
noblemen sent here as the business managers for some Eng
lish syndicate, the native cattle king and the common cow
puncher were boon companions in social dissipation. They
ate at the same table, drank at the same bar, gambled in
the same gam© and all came to grief in one batch when
prices dropped from 135*00 to ^5»0G per head."^
Mann noticed that as the other cowboys spent their
money easily and quickly on their trips to town.
never took part in these activities,

Wallace

Mann's advice to

op
Recorded Interview with Mary Wallace Jackson,
(November 25, 1955)•

33
diggers, op. cit., pp. 98-99s Raine, op. cit„,
PP. 233-35.

2k
Wallace was to refrain from tills riotous living and save
his money and invest it in steers and land#

Mann taught

Wallace the fundamentals of ranching and good management
and at the same time encouraged him to buy land of his ovm.
as the free land would not be available always.3k
Clay Mann died in 1889 and hl3 wife made "80 John"
foreman of the Double Mountain Ranch near Colorado City.
He was given the responsibility of training the young sons
of Clay Mann in the many arts and techniques of ranching.
n a cowboy "80 John* Wallace had made many friends and
85
learned many of the secrets of successful ranching.

-^'Recorded Interview with Mary Wallace Jackson,
(Kovembor
1953); Colorado Record. Undated Clipping in
Wallace Scrapbook.
35
Recorded Interview with Mary Wallace Jackson,
(November 25, 1955.)
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CHAPTEB III
D. W. "80 JOHN" WALLACE, CATTLEMAN

A close friendship had existed between "80" Clay
Mann,1 the cattleman and "80 John" the cowboy. It was told
that Mann was very fond of "80 John" and Wallace thought
that Mann was "superior to most cattle barons of Texas,"
Mann talked ovor many of his projects with the tall Negro
cowhand. He gave him wise advice that proved helpful to
p
him in his later years as a cattleman,
Wallace had followed the advice given by Mann and
owned both land and cattle.

After Mann's death in 1889,

Wallace decided that the duties of his own ranch had grown
to the extent that all of his time was required for its
management. It was then that his iip years of riding for
the Clay Mann outfit ended, Wallace became a full time
independent rancher,-*
1
The Mann holdings were so extensive that the 80
brand became known throughout the cattle industry, Mann
was referred to as "80 Mann." Hendrix, "Texas Brands,"
Undated Newspaper Clipping from Wallace Bcrapbook.
2
Mary Wallace Jackson, The Wallaces, "80 John" and ilia
Son Carson. Unfinished Mas,
3
Recorded Interview with Mary Wallace Jackson,
(November 2b, 1955)J Wings Over Jordan Broadcast Script,
Mutual Broadcasting System, April 10, 1914-9, Wallace Scrapbook; John Hendrix, "Tribute Paid to Negro Cattlemen,"
The Cattleman, XX, (February, 1936) p. 25.
». ft.
alorarj
taivft* View A. A *. Cells*
Via*. 1«M0
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When there was an abundance or Tree pasture, it was
only natural that native cattle should be raised.

She

Texas ateer with his long horns was monarch of the plains,
then from five to seven years of age their average weight
was 1000 pounds, ihey were tall, lank and bony with,
exceedingly long horns and coarse heads,L'r

At market It

was noticed that high grade 3hort horned steers brought
from ^60 to #loG more than native cattle. This demon
strated the value of improved blood. Therefore in 18?0,
the first short horns were imported to Texas for the purpose
of improving the native stock.^
Because of their adaptability to the area, the Gallo
way, a hornless beast, black and superior for hardihood and
ease of handling wa3 one of the imports, another popular
breed was the Devon.

The Hereford, however, contributed

more toward the breeding-up of Texas cattle,

The Hereford

was less satisfactory than the Galloway as far as horns are
concerned, though they are seldom very long. The frame of

^"James Cox, Hie Cattle Induatry and the Cattlemen of
.Texas and Adjacent Territory, (git. Louia. .voodward and
Tiennan Print Co., 1595) p. 209.
cj
Ik>d., p. 201; B. Youngblood and A. B» Cox,
An Economic Study of a Typical Ranching Area on the
Edwards Plateau of Texas; Bulletin Ho. 297, (Texas Agri
cultural Experiment Station, 1922) p. 119; £• B. Dale, The
Range Cattle Industry. (Norman, The University of Oklahoma
Press, I924.) p. 105.
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tli© Hereford made it popular with the ranchors.^
Wallace paid ^600 for his flr3t cattle, while still
a puncher for Clay Mann•

These cattle were run on the

Marin range along with tho "8o" cattle.
the cattle with the

!,8o"

At round-up time

brand burned from backbone to belly

and those with the word WALLASE extending from hip to shoul
der were gathered and driven to market together, with Wal
lace receiving his share of the sales
With tiie other ranchers of the area, Wallace im
proved his breed,

After the experiences of drouths and

"die-ups," ranchers began to reduce their herds and to
change their methods.

Feeding in winter and better care

of the animals began to be practiced.
better care meant improved breeds.d

Smaller numbers and

The Wallace herds

ranged from 500 to 600 head and were of the best Hereford
stock.

Hendrix described them as being "the kind of cattle

that the lp-H club boys look to for their calves.9
"Frank Hastings, "Ranchmans Recollections," The
Breeders Qazette, LXXVIII, Number 3, (1920} p. l63~—
"The Hereford was blocky, square built with rather short
legs and all back points full rounded. The tail drops
squarely* the quarters are heavy, muscular and low down on
the hocks and the head and neck are short and close fleshed*
the whole make-up of the animal indicates 3tronglv the mark
characteristic of beef breed." Cox, op, cit., pp. 201-206.
7
Recorded Interview with Mary W. Jackson, November 26,
1V65* 00 John used his whole name as his brand spelling it
Wallas©, It is recorded at Mitchell County Court House. He
later cnanged the spelling to WALLACE.
dDale,

op, cit.. p. 111.

9Hendrix, Loc. Cit.. p. 25.
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From Ills first brand of WALL ASK# "80 John" later
changed to the running ff JCs^VU.3"0

Brands war© marks of

identification that were put on in a moment jot remained as
long as the animal lived.

Ho matter how far a cow or horse

strayed, identification of the o'./ner by the brand, was pos
itive. the brand had been recorded in the county or dis
trict and no two men were allowed the same brandU
The advice of Clay Lann to buy land was deeply im
pressed upon tallacQ.-^

While still a cowboy, he hoard

talk around the campfires and shipping pens that the days
of free grass and open range were nearly over.

A man who

expected to stay in business ;vould have to buy and fence
his lands.Wallace saved his earnings and profits from
his cattle sales with these things in mind.1"!-

10 All

running brands have curved ends, thereby they
are difficult to alter#
lxRamon

Adams, Cowboy hlnyo> (Boston, Houghton-Mifflin
Co., 1936) pp. 120-231cox, op. cit., pp. 63-6S.

12

Recorded Interview with Mary Wallace Jackson,
November 25, 1955.
13Hendrix, hoc. Cit.j "Death Knds Colorful Life of
no
oG John tallace," Pioneer Negro G&ttleman who was mitchell
County's Oldest Citizen," Undated Newspapor clipping in
Wallace Korapbook.

^Mary Wallace Jackson, The Wallaces, "80 John" and
His Bon Carson, Unfinished Mas.
'
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Open range and free grass were institutions of the
Law of the Range.

Its principles were based upon the fact

that the first comer had first right to the land he claimed.
No rancher owned any land or grass* he owned merely the
cattle and the camps.

There existed, however, an under

standing that each man wa3 entitled to a sufficient amount
of range to maintain his breeding stock and its increase.
Agreements regarding such matters as the partition of the
range and the use of the water became property rights.
These were frequently bought and sold as land is today.
Once a man*s range rights were determined they were
iq
respected by all. ^
Free Grass was an essential element to the pioneer
rancher also.
ing rights.
property.

It meant no rentals should be paid for graz

Free grass was not used in the sense of common

It meant grass was to be free to the first comer

who secured his range by getting there first.

This meaning

was quite different from that used by the early New England
Colonists.

Their free grass system led to overgrazing and

this was the shadow that frightened the cattlemen in the
early l88o's.l^

15
Youngblood, op. cit., pp. 120-125.
•^Ibld.f p. 123. In the New England Colonies a spe
cial place for grazing all of the cattle of a settlement
was called the commons. Ibid., p. 125.
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In thoa© years ranchmen, crowded from the over
stocked ranges of Southern Texas or forced by the influx of
the agricultural class to leave Central Texas, continued
locating in the West. There was complaint that West Texas
was crowded. These were merely expressed woes, hoping to
discourage newcomers, for at the time a crowded condition
did not exist#

The cattlemen were seeing what would happen,

in the future, if more cattle were grazed on their range,3-7
Their fears materialized in 1885. Those ?dio came in,
refused to respect the Law of the Hange. It became over
grazed and this resulted in catastrophe for all and marked
the beginning of the fenced range,^-8
The added fatal blow was administered by the legisla
ture v/hen the school and railroad land3 of Texas were
opened for sale,^

In 1885 Wallace homasteaded and purchased

•^Biggers, op, cit., pp. ij.-6.
18Ibid.,

p. 86.

^Ibid., p. 136. An Act to Encourage the Construc
tion of Railroads was passed by Texas legislature. This law
donated l6 sections of land for every mile of track com
pleted and operated in accordance with certain provisions.
Most of the land wa3 located throughout West Texas. The
principal portion of it was located in 5^ counties, created
by the same legislature. It also provided that alternate
sections of the tracts granted to the railroads should be
set aside to form a permanent school fund. Other acts pro
vided for the sale of these lands at, from §1 to $2 per"
acre, payment distributed over a period of from 10 to 30
years. Thirty-six million four hundred eighty-eight
thousand acres were granted to the railroads and 52,000,000
acres to education.
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two sections of this land* three miles southwest of
20

Loraine in Mitchell County.

On this land still stands

the homeplace and ranch headquarters of the Wallace
ranch.21
To fully understand how Wallace acquired his land by
homesteading and buying, and at the same time understand
why this dual procedure, one must know something of the
Texas Homestead Law and public domain.22 The Texas Home
stead Law was quite different from that of the Federal
government and from what it had meant elsewhere in the West.
Here the term did not mean a free homestead of l6o acres,
but a homestead exempt from sale for any form of debt save
taxes. There were no free homesteads in Texas after the
state entered the Union.
As time passed "80 John" added section after section
to his holdings. In 1905 he bought several sections on the
20In

I88I4. the state land board allowed a purchaser
tv/o sections of grazing land and in 1887 a law was passed
allowing the purchase of four sections.

21Hendrix, op. cit», p. 26.
22

When Texas came into the United States in 1814-5
after being a republic and nation itself, she retained the
right of public domain and did not surrender its rights to
its land. Very little was given to individuals.
23
Webb, op. cit., p. I4.27.
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Buck and Silver Greek, a tributary of the Colorado River.
This included a part of the Bill Robertson U-2 spread^
and is now called the Wallace Silver Creek Ranch.

The

word, "dobie," often used in western songs and literature,
is said by reliable sources to have originated on this old
U-2 Ranch.

During the depression of the 1930's, Wallace

bought an additional two sections adjoining his property.
Since Ms first land purchase in 1885, his holdings had
increased to include 16 sections or 10,2lj.0 acres of land
at his death.20
The success of the lessons in management and practi
cal business passed on to Wallace by Clay Mann were evident
in the management of his own affairs.

Along with stock

improvement he made improvements on the land he was acquir
ing.

The fencing of the range led to the general use of
27
the windmill.
The cost of installation ranging upward to

2lu
Ban Angelo Standard Times, i January, 19ij.l)g Special
to the abllene Reporter, Undated Newspaper Clipping in
Wallace Sorapbook.
25
see Appendix I for Story.
26
Special to the Abilene Reporter, Undated Newspaper
Clipping in the Wallace Sera]:book; Hondrlx. hoc. Pit.',
p. 26i Recorded Interview with Marv .allace Jackson(November^

27

Webb, op. cit. » p . 3 I p Q .
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^2,$00.

pQ

As this was necessary for acquiring adequate

water for tho cattle and Irrigation of crops, Wallace
installed a windmill just as the other ranchers of the
area.

To assist in the cultivation, terracing and use of

the land, ten Latin American tenant families lived on his
ranch.29
A noteworthy example of far sightednoss and good
management was shown in 191$ when "80 John" had a resurvey
of some of the land bought from the Texas and Pacific Hailroad.

A mistake had been made in the survey in 1Q7& when

the legislature gave to the railroad, land in the $i{. West
Texas counties.-^0

Wallace reasoned that due to this mis

take it was possible that he and others of the area must
have i n their holdings some land that had not been paid for.
He believed that it could be taken from them if the occasion

2:}Youngblood,

op. cit.» p. 6$.

^Recorded Interview with Mary Wallace Jackson, Novem
ber 26, I955 •
indxaii 1g "are still seen on the Wallace Ranch
today! Hendrix, Loc. Jit., p. 26.
30

Biggers, o p . c i t . , p. 136,
In the Creating Act of 1876 that created $lp counties
included in the Texas and Pacific Railroad Orant, it was
specified that the counties should be blocked on the map in
the land offico and that each county should be a certain
number of square miles. 'Erie curvature of the earth was
overlooked in this calculation and the result was that the
northern line was shorter than the southern line. This
caused the error in the survey.
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siiould arise.

It was found that there was, on the Wallace

ranch, an extra 100 acre strip what did not lawfully belong
to him.

This he bought and received for It a patent from

the state of Texas.

In 1953 oil was discovered in this

section and the question arose concerning ownership*

When

oil was found on the s trip that was bought by Wallace after
the re survey, the patent from the state proved complete
ownership of the property,-^
Due to the 1929 crash of the stock market and the
drouth that spread throughout the rlains, the 19301s were
trying times for the cattlemen of the 'West along with other
industries of the nation.

The problem of the ranchers

involved not only drouth and depression but the long and
great tradition of the range.
aid from the government*

The cowmen had never sought

These men had always been self-

reliant lovers of Independence and elbow room.

Their only

hope at this time had been to make, in 1934* the biggest,
strangest and most heartbreaking cattle deal of all times,
The Emergency Buying Program.-^2
To bring relief and assistance to the cattlemen and
also relief to the destitute conditions of the people, the

Recorded Interview with Marv W. Jackson. (itovRmbnr
26, 1955K
32
Lewis hordyke, Great Eound-Up. {New fork. tf.
Morrow and Co., 1955) pp. 253-254*
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Federal Government devised this program.

By this plan the

drouth strlcaen stockmen were the sellers and the Federal
Surplus Relief Corporation the buyer,

hen were placed in

each of the twenty-three states to supervise the work.

In

keeping with the range custom, "(Jncle Sam" the buyer had
to have a brand for the 3tock he was buying.
the brand

f,R,11

for Relief.

Ho selected

Upon the loft hip of the cattle

shipped to grass in other states was placed the
government.

!,R"

of the

Those that were eating beef quality wont to

slaughter and immediately to the relief larder.

In Texas,

cattle were sold at the rat© of thirty thousand a day.

The

government bought eight million cattle In the twenty-three
33
states at an av rage of about £13 each.
The ironical development in the tears shed by the cat
tlemen was that the toars were not for the starving cattle
but because the government was taking over their business.
Many refused to sell to the government though they had no
other market. 34
Vvallaco did not seek or receive aid from the govern
ment during the depression.

He also was not compelled to

sign waivers on his cotton crop.

He did, however, sell

seventh-six head of his older cows to the government during
this great raund~up.*-5
PP. 254-257.
3^"Ibid.,

p . 256.

3%endrix,

Loc, Cit«, p. 26.
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One author observed in 1936 that when Wallace said he
owned llj. and on© half sections of land and 3ix hundred head
of cattle, he meant it literally, for there was no lion,
mortgage or past duo tax to overshadow his ownership,3®
Wallace had prospered,-*?

His profits had been good. In

fact, it was during the depression of the 30's that he had
bought and paid cash for two sections of land adjoining his
property. He almost uncannily kept track of the financial
affairs of certain white friends who assisted him in his
earlier days. Whenever they wore in need of ready cash, he
earnestly proffered and gave financial aid,-*®
Wallace experienced the usual problems common to all
ranchers.

One range historian said, "in the l89lp drouth

cattle died faster than the skinning outfits could take off
their hides. The average death loss was estimated at So
per cent."39

Wallace was forced to move Ms cattle to

3®Ibld,,

p. 26.

37
In a bibliographical sketch done of Wallace in The
Chicago Defender (November 22, I9Z42L) it was revealed thatTa
certain bank asked Wallace to place his deposits in three
separate ones. The policy of that bank was that the heavi
est depositor should become its president,
33
. Hendrix, hoc. Git.} The Chicago Defender. (November
22, 19IP.>» "Doatfa-ESartElorFiT Life of "Ho JoKKl« Undated
Newspaper Clipping in Wallace Scrapbookt "iloneer Negro
Hanoher Dies,'' Undated clipping in Wallace dorapbooM
^Diggers, op. cit., p. 109.
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Oklahoma for pastorage and the cattle had to be sold on a
poor market.

He round that they brought barely enough

money to pay the indebtedness and pa3torage charge against
them#

He realised that he had only his land left.

Hnroute

home Wallace stopped in Ft. Worth, Texas to consult an old
friend, Winfield Scott, a former rancher in Mitchell County
with whom he had v/orkod.

As a result of this consultation

Wallace wont on his way with a letter of credit for s,10, 000,
with which to restock his pastures.^"0
Since X89I4. there has not been a "die-up*1 of any con
sequence in western Texas for on nearly every ranch, big
farms are devoted to the cultivation of feed crops.

Cat

tle have been graded to a high degree and the loss of an
animal means the loss of considerable money

At one time

Wallace had 1200 acres planted in feed and cotton and a
high percentage of his pasture land was subject to cultiva
tion,^
"It is believed," said Youngblood, "that the buildings
on ranches such as, laborer's cottages, barns and 3heda add
to the net income # uh-3

His argument in behalf of thi3

'' Hondrix, Loc. Git, , p , 2 6 1 T h e C h i c a g o D e f e n d e r .
u
November 22, 19lpU
diggers, op. oit# f p . 109.
^2Henarix, Loc. Clt.
^Youngblood, op, cit. , p , 239,
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statement is that the primary purposes of good buildings
were to prevent loss of animals or feed, to lessen the
amount of feed required, to save labor and to aid in pro
ducing animals of improved quality.

A description of "80

John's" holdings given in 1936 was thus:

"His ("80

John's") ranch home of eight rooms was modem in every way
and his barns, lots and corrals were of the best,'^^D. W. "80 John" Wallace the cattleman, was a member of
the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Kaisers association and
attended its meetings, regularly for 30 years,^

This

organization was formed in Graham, Texas in 1877 for pro
tection against rustlers.

The influences of this organisa

tion upon legislation as well as in securing better freight
rates and in protecting the property of its members was
enormous.^
Many other things were written of "80 John" Wallace.
He was considered one of the most progressive ranchers and
farmers of Mitchell County

An educator has said:

Ml-Hendrlx, hoc. Clt., p. 25.
^John Harmon, "Black Cowboys are Real," The Crisis.
Undated Clipping in Wallace Scrapbook.
—
.
OO #

Bale, op, clt., p. 1181 Kordyke, op. cit., pp„ 51I4.7

Loraine Hews, March 31, 1939*

39
We have in the pioneer livestock men of
Texas a type of mm the like which has been
produced nowhere else in the world. His
rugged honesty and nobility of character
have never been excelled. ... These men
did more than amass fortunes. They built
cities and transportation linesf they founded
churches and colleges.4°
"80 John" met these qualifications of an early day
rancher. He cherished a formal education only as on© could
who had been deprived of one. as a result of his own
(misfortune) he was eager to educate each of his four chil
dren.

He also helped several othor young people through

college. He donated the land upon which the Negro public
school was built.

The D. W. Wallace High School, Colorado

City, Texas stands today as a monument to this black cat
tleman.
The building of the Baptist Church of Lorain©, Texas
was made possible by 111a financial assistance although his
membership was elsewhere. With this church completed the
Negro children of Loraine were able to attend school in
the building.^9
His standards of a good life were honor, justice,
truth, honesty and peace.

He conscientiously lived by tills

^1. J. Kyle, "A Salute to the Old Cowmen,11
Cattleman, (September, 1938) p. 14.

The
—~

k9iS
hary Wallace Jackson, The Wallaces. "80 John" and
Ids .ion Cursen. Unfinished Mas; San angelo'Stanaard-ff'lmefl.
(November 22, 1953)I "Negro handier Oldest Pioneer at Homecoming,' Itodated Newspaper Clipping in Wallace Sorapbook.

ko

standard and was loved, and respected.-*0

In a letter from

John Hendrix to W, Sherman Savago at Lincoln University,
Hendrix makes this statement:
Tell lira# Fowler (Jackson) I regard her father
as one of the most outstanding characters, regard
less of race, color or creed, that I have ever
known. He made a distinct contribution to the
range cattle industry of the Southwest and his
many fine traits are still talked about in the
cattle centers of this section,51
Many an old time cattleman was drawn to Colorado to
pay their last respects to a friend and comrade "80 John"
Wallace,

Among them was M. H, 01 Daniel, a life long friend

and the son of Mary 0'Daniel, v;ho had bought "80 John's"
mother for ^1,000.-*^
A very suitable epitaph for the closing of the life
of this remarkable person was:
With a character of granite
He had a heart of kindness
Always ready and willing
To respond to the call for help.5-3

5G

Mary Wallace Jackson, Ibid.; Oscar Coudill to Mary
Wallace Jackson,
—
g1
John Hendrix to W, Sherman Savage.
52

Undated Newspaper clipping in the Wallace Seranbook.

53

dpitaph for D. W, "8o John" Wallace.

kx
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

One range authority has commented that the secret
desire of each cowboy was to someday own a spread of his
own. D. W» "80 John" Wallace was first a cowboy. Ho was
later successful in accomplishing the secret dosire of each
cowboy.

He became a respected cattleman.

The problem of this study arises from the silence of
most range authorities on the subject of the Negro con
tribution to range tradition as a cowboys and cattlemen.
These writers for some reason found it necessary to mini
mize or omit the activity of the Negro cowboy and cattle
man in one of the greatest periods of our nation's develop
ment.
There are a few exceptions.

One exception is The

Cattleman, official publication of the Texas and South
western Cattle Raisers Association.

Evidence shows that

many of the writers of range history were well acquainted
with this publication.

This fact leads the writer to

reject the idea of the possibility of the omission being
due to a lack of knowledge of the subject.
This study has attempted to answer these questions:
Were there no Negro cowboys whose participation in and

k*
contribution to the traditions of the plains worthy of
note?

Did any Negro cattlemen make notable achievements,

in true western tradition, that were worthy of recognition
by scholars of the West?
The writer attempted to show that a beginning of the
answer to these questions could be found in D. W. Wallace.
His record as a cowboy and cattleman is one of unbelievable
achievement in true western tradition.

Wallace saw and

participated in every phase of range life in true western
tradition, from buffalo hunting and Indian raids to the era
of gentleman stock farming.

He was, uncondescendingly,

recognized and accepted in the cattle Industry of Texas as
a fellow member of a great institution.
Based on these facts given in this study it is the
belief of the writer that thore were Negro cowboys and
cattlemen whose participation and contributions to western
tradition were worthy of recognition.
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APPENDIX I

"Little Dogie" is an endearment found In many western
song and lullaby.

The term has been broadened to mean all

classes of cattle, and in the old trail song, Get along,
Little Dogle, while driving up the trail, they meant all
cattle, big, little, old, and young; however, the original
meaning was an orphan calf, all belly that had lost its
mother at a tender age because of the drouth.
Prom 3tories told by many of the old settlers around
Mitchell County, the term originated, during one of the
drouths of the 1800's, on U2 Ranch headquarters in 1802 of
A, b, Robinson's outfit.

A part of this ranch was pur

chased in 1905 by Wallace and Is called the Silver Creek
Ranch.
AS the story goes, during this particular year numer

ous orphan calves were found on the range.

Because of the

loss of their mothers, they had existed on grass without
nature's starting food of milk, thereby becoming mal
nourished and developed a pot bellied stomach to which the
cowhands compared the cook's dough biscuits. They were
called "Little Dough Bellies."
It was the custom that the hand could claim all
calves that they found.

One morning Bill Robinson, brother

to the owner, A. b. aobinson, went out on the range before

#
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the others were out. There he found a number of the
scrawny calves herding into camp.

He rushed excitedly into

the birnk house calling, "All of them are mine, 'All of the
little dogies are mine#'"
In his excitement he had shortened Dough Belli©s to
Dobies. From that time the calves were referred to as
Dobies or Dogie.

APPENDIX II

A LETTER WRITTEN TO "80 JOHN" A YEAR AFTER HIS DEATH

Quemado - N M
Juno 5 - ij-0
Mr. John Wallace and Family
Loraine, Tex
Friend John you may be surprised to get this tho we have
though and talked of you all a Lot and today I am think
ing if you and all are a Live as we have not heard a word
from you in a Long time I know John - You are getting a
past Many Mile (past as I am going on 70 will be 12th of
Fab (ip.) If i Live until then
Well It Lookes as If the End of time is not far off
as this Lookes as this or these are about the Last Wars,
all v/e can do Is to be prepared for the Next World it will
be a Gfcreat Range for us John and all If we can go in With
the Herd of dods Brand I hope we all Meet up there whore
Cod will be the Round up Boss Well How is all the boys
We have the Photo of your Cattle and the Boys at Colorado
City Stock pins Write me at once and tell me all the news
how is the times there and hov/ is prospects for crops and
Crass. Poor old Jim Ivy is Dead and all the old timers is
fast going to the New Range. Let me hear from any of you.
If there any Left to write me. We Wintered at Hot Springs
N M Met Lots of old Fellows there only a few cow men tho
Well I hope this finds you all still Living I will close
hoping to get a Line from you all Pleas ana
Your Old Friend
Oscar Gaudill
and Hazel Caudill and Children
good bye
ans

Ir.

W» Wallace Mss.

APPENDIX III

SCENES ON THE WALLACE RANCH

SMUGGLER
PRIZE HEREFORD BULL

"80 JOHN" AND COWBOYS
HEADED FOR ROUND-UP

WALLACE HERD AT STOCK PEN
READY FOR SHIPPING

